Mark O’Connor

“The Poetry of Environments in Australia”
Monday 6 October, 12.30 to 2pm.

“Romantic and post-Romantic Australian poetry”
Monday 6 October, 2.30 to 4pm.

UB Ed. Històric, Aribau access, Room 3.1.

Praise for Mark O’Connor:

“Mark O’Connor is all green and gold, as befits our Olympic poet. He is a conservationist with a scientific muse, yet has the polished verbal gold of a classicist” (Les Murray)

“It is the voice of a man who is singing to those who have ears to hear, a hymn in praise to life” (Manning Clarke)

“Ultimately it’s the intense attention to detail in these poems that gives them their impressive spiritual quality” (Patrick Morgan)

“He is that rare thing, a genuinely popular poet of real power and complexity” (John Leonard)